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Interiors come to life as
Designers share the features
behind their sublime spaces.

29

OPEN-DOOR
POLICY
Designer MarieChristine McNally
plays up a renowned
hamptons architect’s
aesthetic in this
quintessential
Amagansett beach
cottage that is both
casual and chic.
258 / luxe interiors + design

This home has quite the history.
Architect Alfred A. Scheffer’s main
patron, Ella Barbour, commissioned
this cottage in the 1940s. It truly
exemplifies Scheffer’s architectural
style from that time period and area
of the Hamptons. The architecture
is clean and simple with small, wellproportioned rooms and beautiful
materials such as knotty pine plank
floors and exposed brick. The entire
first floor features exposed beams
revealing the floorboards of the
second floor. The idea for my design
was to highlight these simple details
and not to overpower them.

How exactly did you call out these
subtle details in your design?
The home is located in such a special
area—think swimsuit-clad parents
toting their sandy kids around in red
Radio Flyer wagons—and I sought to
imbue the house with that same spirit.
I wanted the home to be beach-chic
while still casual and low-maintenance.
Everything in the home represents
all of my personal inclinations: lots
of white and natural textures, such
as rattan and abaca, layered with
interesting pieces. The overall effect
is calm and relaxing, which is exactly
what you want when at the beach.

What are your tips for creating
such an easy-going and laidback space?
Sun rooms are naturally inviting
because of the light streaming
in and this one is especially
sunny thanks to windows on
three sides of the room. I used a
thick, cushy flokati rug to warm
up the brick flooring and chose
a versatile hair-on-hide ottoman
that can also be used as a coffee
table, footrest or as additional
seating. All of these elements
create the perfect place for a
small gathering.
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